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Property Patrol Report May 2013

Wow what a weird break up.  We had so much ice and such cold temperatures through 
April it was really looking like a late break up.  Combined with relatively high water 
levers the potential for ice related dock damage was there if the winds came up and 
started moving loose ice like it did in 2009.  None of this happened.

On April 27 I made the last snowmobile trip to the landing for supplies, drove up onto my
dock from the ice and left my machine there.  For the next week sunny hot days, with 
temperatures above 25 C, melted down the ice pack which gradually disappeared with no 
winds to push it around. Six days after snowmobiling I was able to put a boat in the water
and travel to the landing.  This really was a pleasant surprise.  It was about three weeks 
later than last year but not as late as most had predicted.

The cottage patrol season thus began a little later than normal however calm waters and 
sunny days allowed safe and productive travel to all arms. As always at this time of year 
we experience some cold and wet windy days which keeps my boat at the dock however 
all cottages received a visit in an eight day period.

Boating is really a pleasure at this time of year.  I saw very few other boats, no 
houseboats, no fishermen and for once no apparent evidence of any break-ins.

What I did see were a very large number of loon pairs and various ducks including a 
surprising number of male mergansers with their bright white plumage.

Accessing 135 members’ docks this month was fairly easy with water levels quite high. 
What little damage I did observe was once again caused by trees felled by beaver.  I am 
seeing more of this each year.  It really is imperative to protect favourite birch and poplar 
if they are close to buildings with a patch of chicken wire around the base.

All in all it is good news this spring.  I saw very little property damage and only one or 
two docks that may have moved a bit.

If you have not heard from me already it appears that all is well on your property.

All the best as we approach the summer season when hopefully we will meet again at the 
headquarters building.  Be sure to stop by and say hi to our two university students, Diana
and Adam, who are already on the lake working for us this year testing water and 
working on campsites.

Peter Healy  Chief and only, patrolman
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